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Links

- UMMS Humanities Lab Website: https://libraryguides.umassmed.edu/Humanities_lab
- Murmurs
  - Anchor homepage: https://anchor.fm/murmurs-podcast
  - Transcripts in eScholarship@UMMS: https://escholarship.umassmed.edu/murmurs/
- 2020 Hindsight
  - https://2020hindsightproje.wixsite.com/umms/about
- Streams of Consciousness
  - https://escholarship.umassmed.edu/soc/
- The Interstitium
  - https://theinterstitium.home.blog/
- The Human Side (of Medicine)
  - https://www.thehumansideofmedicine.com/
- Gerald F. Berlin Prize

Have suggestions for the UMMS Humanities Lab or have a medical humanities initiative at your institution? We would love to hear from you!

https://umassmed.libwizard.com/f/acrl2021-humanities-lab
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